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Date :2011-08-01 version 1 by Zhou Xinyun editor of the 'electrical engineering ( IEC) According to
the Ministry of Education. Electrical Technology (Electrical Engineering I) the basic curriculum
requested to prepare. The main contents include: the basic concepts of the circuit. the basic laws
and fundamental analysis. and three-phase sinusoidal AC circuits. magnetic circuits and
transformers. motors and relay a contactor control circuits. programmable logic controller PLC
technology. and describes electrical measurement techniques. This book also introduces Multisim
circuit simulation and other new knowledge content. reflecting the basic. applied and advanced
features. After each chapter summary of each chapter are accompanied by. thinking questions.
and exercises to strengthen the reader's understanding and grasp the knowledge points. Electrical
Engineering ( IEC) can be used as Undergraduate. specialist machinery. computer class. chemical
class and business. information management and other professional classes. Electrical Technology
course materials. but also for engineering and technical officers. Contents: Chapter 1 Basic circuit of
the basic concepts and laws of the role and composition of the circuit 1.1 1.2 direction...
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Reviews
Undoubtedly, this is actually the best operate by any publisher. It is among the most amazing pdf i have got read. Its been printed in an exceptionally
straightforward way which is just after i finished reading this book in which actually altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Deonte Kohler PhD
This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Hailee Armstrong I
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